Goodman Lecture Phi Beta lappa:
Review: Challenge New Members
To Education ?
And New System

'"Students should be encouraged
Colby chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
to drop out of school- they can al- recently announced the selection , 6'f
ways- come back"-SchooIs exist "to. three new undergraduate members :
process apprentices and to break Barbara Flewellihg, 'French ; Doris
spirits. " These are only a few of Kearns,__ Government ; and Suzanne
the thought-provoking statements Noyes , Government.
issued by Paul Goodman in his re- " Following a policy which has been
cent lecture entitled "Belation of estahlished by many other colleges
Knowledge and Action. "
throughout the nation , the Colby
First asserting that under some chapter this year has begun to seconditions knowledge is an impedi- lect as members a few outstanding
ment tov action , Goodman went on juniors on the basis of the results
to draw a comparison between going of five semesters of work. This is
to school and living in a box. a change from the selection of all
Schools , he stated , deal with ab- new members from the senior class
stractions not realities. The student on a basis of seven semesters of
becomes so involved with these ab- college work . In addition to the few
stractions that he never experienc- selected in tbe junior year , the maes or recognizes reality until , after jority of Phi Betes will be selected
his schooling is over , the discovery and initiated as usual in the spring
of what life is really like wakes of their senior year .
him up to reality.
This new policy was approved at
Goodman noted that schools have the Phi Bete meeting held during
both advantages and disadvantages. Commencement week last spring,
A student working with abstrac- too late for junior members to be
tions can explore a wide variety of selected. Thus , the selection of the
subjects with a "playful detach- three new members this fall is retment ;" this detachment may pro- roactive - they are technically "juduce a healthy, critical attitude nior Phi Betes " and will he officialtoward society ; the handling of ab- ly initiated some time before Christstract schemata allows a growth in mas. Next semester, the new policy
philosophical attitude. Among the will begin to function according to
disadvantages
he
mentioned : its proper time schedule, and there
schools may be instruments of 'brain- will be a selection of senior Phi
washing ; dealing with abstractions Betes as well as a few juniors who
wastes time ; abstractions are often will all be initiated at the annual
irrelevant and result in outmoded spring banquet.
courses.
AS' a remedy, Goodman suggests
perhaps by his almost indiscriminthat we should get rid of tlie sixate : use of generalities and his ranteen year "school box ". Students
dom, selection of illustrations for his
should be allowed to drop in and
points. To call a school a "monoout at .will ; in this way they might
lith." which desires only to "set up
not become "dispirited." He also
work habits " and "to* police " would
urged that schools try to. avoid the
man's part as it the present "ababstractions and instead deal with
stract" view which, he criticizes.
»• ' . . real problems.
Following Goodman's philosophy,
Goodman's perceptions concerning
completely, one might indeed "grow
the restricted , "unreal" quality of
up absurd."
college life echo the feeling exThe question period following the
pressed by many students. Perhaps
lecture
revealed Goodman questionit should he free, more closely in
ing
and
observing his audience to
contact with the outside world of
great
an extent as they quesas
"reality." However, the effect of
(Continued on Page Three)
his perception was partially blurred

Honorary Colhy Alumnus
Returns As Lecturer

Ingraham Speaker — Professor Brand Blanshard
Dr. Brand Blanshard , noted philosopher - and former recipient of
an honorary Dr. of Humane Letters degree from Colby returns to the
campus November 6th to deliver an "Ingraham lecture entitled "Pros
and C6ns of Conformity."
Blanshard , who retired last June as head of the Yale philosophy
department , has been a leader in modern philosophical thought and
is author of the well-known "The Nature of Thought." Recipient of
many degrees including an MA . from Columbia, B.S. from Oxford,
and a PhJD. from Harvard, Blanshard has been a Rhodes Scholar and
a Guggenheim Fellow. He has taught at the University of Michigan
and Swarthmore as well as at Yalfe and has lectured widely both in
Europe and the United States. He holds offices in several philosophical and theological societies.
In a former appearance at Colby m 1956 BInshard was a featured
speaker at a spring convocation which also featured Robert Penn
Warren and Dr. Hutchins, President of the University of Chicago.
Just before delivering his address, Blanshard participated in a nationwide radio program , "Town Meeting" which was broadcast that
night from Colby. His convocation address, "Quantity and Quality
of American Education", was so timely and relevant that it was reprinted in two issues of the "Colby Alumnus." His citation upon the
presentation of the honorary degree addressed him as "clear thinker ,
precise interpreter of the nature of thought who expresses so eloquently to so many audiences the virtues of the liberal arts and who has
helped so many students find the rewards that await a free, rational
(Continued on Page Four)

Homecoming 1963 * Imp ortin* Weekend
I Weekend Schedule
FRIDAY

Freshman Football 1:30 p.m.
.Tosh White Concert
Jtunnals Union 8 :00
Dantae after Concert
Runnal s Union 10.00 p.m.

SATURDAY

DU Bike Race 9 :30 a, m.
Varsity Soccer 10:30 a.m. i
Football Game 2 :00
Colby vs. Maine Seavorhs Field
Fraternity Parties
SUNDAY . ,
Brom o Brunch 10:00 a.m.
Co ed Loun ge
Wood sm en 's Meet 2 :30 p.m.

The Usod Book Sale, sponsored
annually by the Watorvlllo Branch ,
American Association of University
Womon , will bo hold November 7,
(9 a.m. to 7 p.m.) and ' Friday (9
a.m. to 5 p.m.) in the U ndororoft
of St. Mark' s Episcopal Church on
Contor Street. Novels , travel books ,
biographies , textbooks in all ffolds,
and paperbacks will bo on sale at
bargain prioos. Proooods of tho book
sale are used primarily for tho fellowships program of tho A.A.U.W.
and tho Student Loan Fund of the
P a t Rollout , El len Crouch, Martha filling , Sue Elmer, Betsy 'LittleJ ohn, Anne P.aill, De bbie Terrio, Watorvlllo Branch.
'
Sc hadc , Laurie Hunt — Where 's We nd y?
Laurie Turner , Nancy
' v .

Summer Interns
To le Nominated

Next summer, for the fourth consecutive , year , the Department of
State will sponsor an intern program for outstanding j unior or senior college students interested in
the conduct of forei gn affairs. The
Department hopes to select forty
students from as niany colleges and
universities to join it for the summer as professional assistants.
The interns will be able to make a
real contribution to the day-to-day
operation of the Department and , at
the same time, gain new insight
into the formulation and execution
of foreign policy. The students chosen for the program will be assigned
to substantive areas of the Department to assist in the perform ance
of the duties of country desk officers, research analysts, economic officers , and of the Department's Secretariat and Operation s Center.
They will also participate in a program of lectures and seminars .
Students selected who will have
completed their juni or year by next
summer will be appointed at the
GS-4 level at a salary of $4 ,110 per
annum ; those selected who will have
received bachelor degrees by summer will be appointed at the GS-5
level at a salary of $4,565 per annum. The students will serve from
July 1 (although the program may
be advanced to June 15) through
August 31 (although their appointments may be extended to September 15). Successful candidate s will
be informed as- soon as possible as
to the exact date on which to report
to the Department.
To be considered for ihe program,
students must be nominated by
their college or university. Each
participating institution may nominate only one student , using whatever method of selection it deems
suitable.
Colby has again been privileged to
participate in this program and it
is hoped that we will have the
same success as last year in having
our nominee accepted into the program . The PRE-LAW. AND GOVERNMENT SERVICE COMMITTEE will scr een th e applic ati on s of
all juniors and seniors interested in
competing for the Colby nomination. In view of the time required
by the Department to prepare the
program , Friday, December 13, has
been set as the closing date for the
receipt of nominations, In order to
meet , this deadline, the PB.E-LAW

AND

GOVERNMENT

SERVICE

COMMITTEE will have to h ave all
applications made' by November
25th.
Eli gibility requirement s for tho
program are as; follows :
Nominees must :
1. Be citiz ens of th e Unit ed
States.
.. . . .
2. Bo bona fide students completin g thoir junior or senior year; arid
planning to return to an accredited
ooll ogo or university in . "th o fall f or
n full year of study.
3.' Bo maintaining an over-al l
g rade av er age of B or bettor , up to
and including tho last grades, availabl e,
4. Have a modern language proficiency or bo in tlio second year of
a foreign language course.
5. Bo able to write effectively.
6. Bo seriously interested in pursuing a oaroov (public or private)
in the field of f oreign 'affairs.
For furth er information regardin g this program and to make appli cation for tho Colb y n omination ,
Borsohnoidor ,
contact/
Prof essor
Chairman , > Pr o-Law and Government, Sorvico Conimittoo (Miller
Library. 8-B,)
V

Letter • To Editor

Editorial:
Motorcycles vs. Administration
President Strider s decision to prohibit the use of motorcycles on
the campus is the result of a rash of accidents involving these vehicles. While the necessity for such administrative action can be recognized for safety reasons , the measures taken are stringent and
will inflict unnecessary hardship on a number o£ Colby students dependent on scooters and cycles for transportation.
The action taken has been interpreted as another example of excessive administrative control, as continued expression of the "in loco
parentis" theory. While this' -may be true, it seems more likely that
the prohibition is a temporary action which will be in effect only until
some satisfactory understanding on the use of these vehicles has been
arranged between the administration and cycle or scooter owners.
The administration believes that it has a responsibility to maintain
safe conditions on the campus, and it is obvious from the three recent
accidents that motorcycles and scooters are not conducive to the safety of Colb y students. Does, however , the administration have the right
to deprive students of th eir cycles permanently ? This hardl y is fair,
and it is to be hoped that some agreement will be reached whereby
those students who are mature and sane enough to maintain cycles and
scooters with a sufficient amount of caution and responsibility may
be free to do so.

Remarks

prefactory to the stud y

Philosophy

of

or

Prolegomena
to the study of

.Historically Significant
Philosophers

The alternative titles are respectively red-ucible to ( translatable as)
A CHILE'S GARDEN OF PHILOSOPHY and THE PHILOSOPHERS'
COLORING BOOK.
*1.0001 : My name is Plato. Color
me depraved .
*L.OO02 : M y name is Socrates ,
Color me a rabble-rouser,
*1.0003 : My name is Thrasymachus. Color be Wittgenstein. '
*1.004-t My .name is Heroclitus.
Color me Wittgenstein.
n.OOOB : My nam e is Thomas
Aquinas. Color me plagarism. .
. "
•1.0007 : My name is St. Angustine. Color me orthodox.
*l.O008 : My name is Berkely.
Color me invisible .
*l.O00_ > : My name is Schopenhauer. Color me deprived and bitter
beoause of it. /
*1.0010> i My name is Leibnitz.
Color me dirty fly-specked glass.
n.0011 : My name is Neitzsche.
Color me paranoid.
*1.0012 : My name is Locke. Col"
or me primarily extensive.
•1.O013: My name is Descartes.
Color me clear , distinct and illicit.
*1.0(M : My name is Hume. Don 't
bother. I don 't believe in either
color or you .
l.OOlfi : My name is Kant. Color
mo impossible.
*1.001.6 : My name is Benfcham.
Color me a pig satisfied.
*1.0017 j My nam e is Mill. Color
me better than Benfcham .
*1.0018 : My name is Moore , Color

me immoral , but of impeccable
taste.
*\ .0019 : M!y name i* Bergson.
Color be mystic.
'«i .0020 : My name is Tillieh.
Color me ultimate ,
*1.0021 : My name is Wittgenstein. Color me Heroclitus.
*1.0022 : My name is Russell.
Color me sirnpleminded.
*1.0023 : My name is Whitehead.
Color me muddleheaded.
NOTA BENE : The authors contrue
. 6' that ifc is difficult to cons.
3>ropos*t*ons as strictly
fcvJ°
'a?
?"
truth-functional , but they are , never
grai;eful to Lord Bertrand
erthel
Russe]l fo]. hig coatrib]lxtion of
*i.0023, and to A. N. Whitehead for
*i 0022
*1.0024 : 0>ur names are Marx,
Lenin and Erigels. Color us fellowtravelers.

"j"

*2.0001 : We are idealists. Color
™ wood numphs.
*2.0002 : We are realists. Color us
satyrs.
*2.0003 : We are metaphysicians.
Color us obscure.
*2.O0O4 : We are German raetaphysicians. Color us n-fold obscure,
*2.O0O5 : We are Stoics. Color us
unyielding epic heroes.
*2.O0O6 : We are fox-loving Stoics.
Col or us damn ' fools.
*2;0007 :-We are incompetent logioians. Color us so obvious as not
to seem worth the effort.
2.0008 : Wo are competent logi(Continued on Page Five)
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To the Editor :
On October 28, on bulletin boards
throughout the Campus there suddenly appeared sheets of pink pa____ _ -_^^ fc _ /
.
^^^^^
per bearing the word "OFFICIAL"
October 28 , 19S3 of Maine may take, bu t because every irresand stating that "Effective immeA regular meeting of the Council was ponsible .action by students destroys / ever so
diately, and -until further notice , called to order at 7:O0 by President Schoe- much more the possibility of all the stuThe secretary 's minutes were read and den ts for having increased freedom in the
the operation of motorcycles and man.
approved . The treasurer reported a cash def- legulation of their affairs. More lenient soscooters on tie Colby Campus is ici t of $357.55 and a sinking fund deficit of cial regulations, the amelioration of the
Foss Hall , Men 's Judiciary, and chaperone system, an _ honor system, all this
prohibited." The reason cited for 5806.72.
is endangered because" some students failed to
Pen-Hel were not represented.
AND OLD BUSINESS act responsible and intelligently when resthe han was a series of accidents ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. President Schoeman read the following ponsible and proper decorum is required in
public places as well as in parties on campus.
resulting in c 'serious personal in- sta tement:
I have two announcements this evening.
Every attempt of your Student. Government
jury . " Actually, there were three One
is about the use of motors.cooters on to argue in front of the Administration for
-on
drinking
more
freed om from rules for the students is
campus.
The
other
is
about
accidents , all occuring within a campus.negated when some students act irresponsishore span of time, two involving President Strider has declared a ban on bly. As President of Student Government I
the use of motorcycles and motorscooters on can attest to the fact .that President Strider is
'cycles, and one a scooter. In the this
He decided quite willing to give the students increased
campus uatil ' further
of threenotice.
serious accidents responsibility in running their own affairs.
, in the li^ht
that
case of two of the accidents , the
involving such vehicles since the beginning: But they must prove that they can . handle
"serious personal injuries " were not of this semester, it is in the best interests of such increased responsibility. They must demstudents of this college to declare such onstrate that they will not abuse their new
so grave as to prevent the riders the
a ban. His decision was made during the freedoms and their new privileges. They must
from walking out of the infirmary half time at the Bowdoin game this Satur- deserve better treatment, as one might say.
As President of Student Government I am
day after he was informed by Dr. Bore that
within a very f e w days an one case, a Colby student had jvst been involved in a concerned that many programs and projects
accident. President Strider then may now be in jeopardy and that we stuand one day in the other . The third , motorscooter
consulted with Mr. Williams and Mr. Whal- dents may be entering a period of increased
which resulted in slightly worse on and came to the conclusion that the conservatism on the part of the Administrasafety of the lives of Colby students neces- tion. We may be entering, and the signs point
damage was , -according to most ob- sitated the action he subsequently took In to it, a period of increased arbitrary , action
one of the accidents the motorcycle actually by the Administration ju stified as being in
servers, due • fco the fault of a, wo- went
under the wheels of a moving car. It the best interests of the students and the colman driver of an automobile , and was his intention to see to it that such acci- lege. And those just ifications may be right.
If we are entering such a period it will be
dents will no longer occur.
not the motorcyclist. /
I am sure that , the students, those with because of the doings of the few to the shame
motorcycles and motorscooters and those of fhc many. But we need not let such a
Nevertheless , the Administration without such -vehicles, will sympathize with development occur.
I am calling a meeting of all the Presidents
President Strider 's concern and will underdecided it wa,s 'its duty to outlaw stand
the action he took. He acted as he saw of all social organizations on this campus.
these menaces and save people from fit to protect -the lives of the Students and At this meeting will be discussed the drinking situato n and the ban on the use of mothe reputatio n of the college.
themselves. The edict was consis- There are those who -will say that Pres- torcycles and motorscooters on this .campus.
Strider acted in an arbitrary fashion, Students , Administrators , and faculty memtent with the arbitrary policy which ident
that he did not consult the students , and bers will be appointed to a special committhese officials usually adopt, as in that he did not give advance warning of tee to consider those two new problems. It
decision he was to make. It is unfortun- is hoped that Student Government will be
the case of the ban on open houses the
ate that he was required to act the way he able to settle these problems before further
did. However, given the circumstances . and action by the Administration becomes neceslast year. "When in doubt — Ban ! the
fact that he is legally responsible for the sary. With the co-operation of all members
If there is ever any choice between welfare of this college and the students who of this college community we need not fear
it, he had no other choice but to take for our student rights which are now threat'freedom and supression, supress. " attend
prompt action.
ened.
Unfortunately, President Strider will be
With regard to 'th e requirements stated in
However , fa,r more important than
away from the college for nearly two weeks the above letter , Dean Nickerson pointed out
the policy it manifests is the fact because of his tour to the West Coast to that the presence of a buildings and grounds
money for the college. When he returns man , with the power to arrest if necessary,
that the decision to ban motorcycles raise
I hope that there will be on his desk some at each fraternity house would make it easier
is basically unjiist for the following proposals and .suggestions from the students for the fraternities to handle any situation
concerning this ban. Student Government will which might arise due to the large numbers of
reasons :
begin immediate investigation into this mat- strangers expected to be on the campus this
ter and will do whatever is necessary and weekend. He also added that the students
1. Motorcycling does not involve proper in seeing to it that the matter is set- don 't seem to realize that what they have
and that any incon-venience to the stu- now is the privilege of using their own
significant ri sk except to the riders tled
dents involved is minimized as much as judgment in spite of the Maine law on drinking and that increased abuse of this privilege
themselves, and it is the fundamen- possible.
The second announcement I have this eve- is ruining the opportunity of excercising this
tal right of every human being to ni ng concerns drinking on campus. In recent judgment.
and particularly within the last week,
2. President Schoeman read a letter from
take a risk should he so desire. A weeks,
there has been a great increase in the am- James Meredith , accepting a speakin_ > enman is the master and boss of his ount of drinking on this campus and off gagement for Jan. 13, 1964 , and asking a
this campus both on the highway and at $600 honorarium (to be donated to the
own body. It belongs to him , or per- football games. I wish to read to you and James
Meredith Educational Fund) and $200
to have entered into the record the following to cover transportation , food , and lodging exhaps partly to his dependents, if letter
which Dean Nickerson has sent to the penses. This would make a total of $8O0,
he has any, and to God , if he be- Presidents of all the fraternities on campus: toward which President Strider offered to
the Homecoming Weekend approach- don ate $100. Since only $900 was allocated
lieves in certain religions , but it ing"With
both Dean Seaman and ¦I arc concerned, last spring for the lecture series, and $250
we
have
reason to be, because on every side is set' aside for Representative Ford , it is
most certainly does NOT belong to
we hear of instances of increased drinking necessary to allocate an additional $50 to
the Colby College Administration.. both on and off the campus.
cover expenses. A motion was made by Miss
'
."The facts have not yet been determined , Koch to allocate,$50 in order to bring James
2. The spoit of motorcycling has but it is reported that the Zeta Psi party a Meridith to Colby to speak. Peter Hart, in
ago was nohing to be proud of and presenting his reasons why we should not
caused far less injury than such week
that the ATO's started drinking before the pay $800 for this one speaker, based his
other sports as football, skiing, and bus left Satu rday for the game. As a result objections on the following criteria: 1) drawthe conduct c?h the bus was subject to ques- ing power: there was no doubt that Mr.
hockey, yet what administrator tio n.
Meridith is the symbol of the Negro cause
"In addition to the above, several students, and that a large crowd would come to hear
would even dream , of speaking both
male and .female, were in no condition him speak ; 2) inspiration for the student
against the gladiatorial spectacle to drive home from Brunswick Saturday be- body: it was reported that Mr. Meridith is
cause of over-indulgence.
not tha t good a speaker and that anything
which takes place on Seaverns Field
"One consequence of the affair in the Zeta he would say has been said before ;' 3) his
Psi
House
over
a
week
ago
was
a
sharp
in relation to other possible speakers ;
almost every weekend. Although it warning from the loca l police that the Li- value
examples of other speakers and the honorardoes not draw crowds or arouse al- quor Commission Enforcement officers mi ght iums paid to them were cited and it was
well' "raid" a fraterni ty party at any time shown that the $8O0 is quite a high sum in
umni to donate money, many people where minors were being served.' You must comparison
; 4) the general value to the
be
aware tha t the Maine Law prohibits this Colby Community : it was felt that paying
consider motorcycling to he jxist as
specifically and that the students who break such a large sum wpuld raise the values for
legitimate a sport as those spon- it are completely responsible — not the col- speakers in the future . In conclusion , Mr.
lege.
Hart felt that the last three criteria far outsored by the college.
'This letter is simply to-express our con- weighed the first one and that to pay the
cern
and
to
underline
the
fart that the pres- $800 would be a negative mark on Colby in
3. And this is most important.
ent drinking regulations are subject to cha nge the future.
The ban is indiscriminate. It groups if the present trend is not reversed.
The amount in excess could be absorbed
suggestion has come from one house financially , but it has a question of whether
together into a single class every that The
a man from the buildin gs and grounds we wanted Mr. Meridith or possibly two or
person who rides a two-wheeled department be hired to be present at each more other speakers for that amount of monfraternit y parly on Saturday evening.
ey. The motion was defeated by a vote of
motor-driven vehicle, and penalizes . "We are making this a requirement along 6-7, with President Schoeman on record as
the chxperoncs, two couples for each in favor of the motion.
them collectively. It assumes that with
party.
3. A "letter from NBA was read appealing
just because there are a few who "I would appreciate your reading this let- for financial aid in the form of bail 'or adter at your next fraternity meeting.
ministrative expenses for Yale students who
ride poorly, all 'cyclists are menSincerely yours,
h ave been jailed ' in Indianola , Mississi ppi ,
George T. Nickerson "
for illegally distributing campaign literature
aces, It denies , by implication , that
Colby has been, proud of its drinking regu- for a mock campaign. A motion was made
there are certain riders who are ex- lations because these regulations were the by Mr. Geltman to • send $200 to Al Lowresult of student initiative. Those students enstcin to be used for bond money for those
p eri enced , competent , and h ave an who created these regulations are no longer j ailed , the money to be returned when they
They h ave graduated. What they have come to trial. This motion was defeated by
excellent rcord of safety, and who here.
left to succeeding generations of Colby stu^ a vote of 1-7 and a subsequent motion was
use their motorcycles and scooters dents is now in dan ger of being taken away, made by Miss Koch to g ive an outri ght grant
not sim ply by the Administration which is of $50 for administrative expenses and to
for the economy, the n ecessary reluctant to take such action, but by the law offer to give more for bail if it is needed.
authorities of the State of Maine. This motion was passed unanimously by the
tr ans portation , and the pleasure enforcement
It is because of the irresponsibility of the Council.
which the owner-hip* of such fin e few that the many may soon suffer. The 4. Progress rep ort on the lecture series:
many will suffer not simply because of the
machines offers to those who love action which the law enforcement authorities """ (Continued oh Page Pour)
and respect thorn.
Respectfully,
Jonathan All en , '64
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FRESHMEN ! !
Mootin g: Tuesda y 7 p.m.

Lorlmor Chanel .
to nominate
Froshmnn Interim Commi ttee
Mombor -.

WHAT D ID SHE SflUltR l#ltMS ?

..

Pro Musica: •
J unior Glass Council
Renaissance Music
ns Fiscal P olicy
Precise; Dynamic Pla
An informal Junior Class Coun- cerning class social activities.

¦¦

Faculty Facts

Hiss Unaihiiri o'

: Her hobbies consist of making her
own clothes , cooking, reading, and
playing tennis.

Miss Unamuno is a new member
Treasurer , Sally"' Thompson , ex- of Colby's faculty who will be teachplained the present class budget sit- ing Spa nish h ere on ly durin g th e
uation as follows :
first semester. She then will visit
Tq
throughout the United
actiy _ friends
|L25 of
^
^
Mr. Brancaceio hails from BrookStates
before
returning to Spain in
membei
*
f
a
^& **' ""*
°
lyn
, New York , received his B.A.
^
class has been accumulated during the fall of 1964.
in
English fro m Brooklyn College
the four year period so that $1200, " Hex studies at the University of
in
1956
, his M.A. f rom Ohio State
the estimated expense of gradua- Madrid were interrupted by the
in
1
958
, and is a Ph.D. candidate
tion , has been available at the end
Spanish Civil War. Therefore, she at Rutgers University. He has been
of the senior year. During recent continued her studies at Middleyears , class t sponsored activities bury College. Since life in Spain a graduate assistant at Ohio State
have diminished this fund , causing after the Civil War would be diffi- for two years and at Rutgers for
a need for additional funds at grad- cult Miss Unamuno decided to re- four years. This year, Mr. Brancac,
uation. In an attempt to alleviate main in the United States as a eio is teaching freshman and- sophthis prohlem the '64 Stu-G has ap- teacher. • She taught Spanish at omore English at Colby. He is mar.
propriated 60c per Colby student to Connecticut College for Women and ried and ^ has two boys, aged 'three
be given to the class of '64 to help Summer sessions at Middlebury and years and three months respectively.
. Mr. Brancaccio 's first impression'
cover this . graduation expense '. Be- Colby.
- .
of Colby was favorable. "The small
cause of the permanent S?4.00 inThe friendly people and pleasant college atmosphere is a new ^expericrease iii the Activities Fees' this
year , it is assumed that this 60c in- atmosphere of Colby impress Miss ence for me and T. like it very much. :
crease will also be given to future Unamuno. She is looking forward to I also 'like Watorville ; it is a friendsenior classes. This increase makes our traditional snowfall but will not ly, . . nicely paced town. " He finds
available additional funds of $700. be siirprised . by the low tempera- the students "a lively, questioning
with which our class of '65 min- tures since her home in Salamanca ,' grojip", challenging arid intelli gent ,"'
and . likes the opportuhi ty/at Colby
now tentatively plan activities. The Spain , has equally cold winters.
to meet the student's ihfo rinally.- :
question now is which of the severHer permanent residence will 'be
al alternatives we shall take. We
• Mr . Brancaceio . is ' interested ' iri
(as of next year) in Salamanca with
may pledge this money in a class
'in- drama ,' and in 1958 he arid two colscholarship, plan activities to pro- her family, but Miss . Unamuno
leagues formed a, smal l production'
mote class unity/ increase the mon- tends to frequently-visit her friends company which ¦ put oh two , off( Continued on Page Eight)
in the United States.
Broadway • shows!.. His . -other 'interests include politics ,, baseball , and'
, '"'': ..'
•
track.
•'
At present Mr . Brancaceio is .do T
ing a study on'Hawthorne's-novel ,.
MABBLE FAUN. In January ., "he
will be in charge of . the January_ Plan
¦
1
N
on
Negro Literature, about which
.
he is very excited. He thinks Colby 's
102 Years
We Welcome Charge Accounts
English program "is excellent. The
HOMECOMING BONANZA
courses are demanding and the
"Beat Maine"
standard s high."

. by Mary Fletc her
cil Meeting was held in Co-Ed DinIn a concert of Burgundian, Flem- ing at 6 :00 Thursday, .October 17th.
ish., and Spanish music of the fif- The . women's, dorms, independent
teenth century, the New York Pro men , and all fraternities with, the
Musica communicated the spirit of
^
^
ed •
\
the Renaissance with decided en- reTs
P
thusiasm . Even the person of scanPresident Jim Poxman gave a
ty knowledge of Renaissance life brief summary of the purposes of
could recognize the two basic as- the , Council : 1. To have a direct
pects of that era which were dem- communicati on between the class ofonstrated in the concert—the court- ficers and the rest of the class. 2.
ly dignity and the contrasting peas- to create class interest, contribute
ant vitality.
to a ' greater class unity, and 3. to
With precise musical technique, make decisions through voting conthe Pro Musica moved from stately,
at times boring,, court pieces, to especially harpsichordist Paul Maylively earthy dance ¦. compositions. nard and Baritone Arthur Burrows ,
We must . admit that some of the were engrossed in the music. AnyBurgundian and Flemish songs were one who heard the concert is proba bit too stilted for our taste. Any ahly not likely to forget the suave
displeasure .we felt, .however, was manner of bearded Shelly Gruskin,
. easily dissipated by the tingling the man who so capably ' described.
Spanish music which used percussive the ' instruments to the audience. •
instruments, the drum and tamborHaving derived so much enjoyine. .
ment from the Renaissance music
Besides, being impressed by the and from observing the contrasts in
dynamic quality of .the - New York .the Pro Musica group, we now wish
Pro . .Musica's interpretations , we Ave could" join the musicians in.' refound fascinating tbe varied person- hearsal ; ' when • increased relaxation
alities of the group. While a couple must surely, bring even- deeper satof the members showed indifference isfaction , for both listener and perto their .playing or singing, others, former.

' -"

¦
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. Quality Footwear For
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Mr. Jtoancaccio

STREET

TO ALL STUDENTS , PARENTS , ALUMNI OF COLBY -- FOR THIS BIG CAMPUS WEEK-
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style No. 890
Black or
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soft erein ,
CORDOVAN
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OTHER STYLES
From $11.95 to $29.95
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END — OUR COMPLETE STOCK WILL BE REDUCED 10%
OUTSTANDING QUALITY BRANDS
Red Cross - Bostonians - Citation - Trampeze - Vitality
and many ' other Nationaly Advertized . Shoes
HURRY AND SAVE
NOV. 1st to 4th ONLY

'

This low-sweeping moccasin
seam is sewn by hand to give you
a new softness where your foot
flexes. Slip into a pair. Note how
ft hugs your foot snugly at the
heel 'and
frees
your foot where
¦ ' • •
,' ' „
' ' ,it flexes. Come try a pair. /
/ *^ %_
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On Monday evening, November
18 at 8 p.m . in Lovejoy Auditorium ,
Colby College will sponsor the Hamlin & Goodwin Speaking (jontests.
These contests have six money
I prizes
; ranging from if50 to !J5 . With
Thanksgiving vacation scheduled for
the following week , this means the
possibility of leaving the campus
with, a substantial date fund if you
are fortunate enough to win.
For a sharp freshman it means a
possibility of winning two prizes.
The Hamlin prize is open to freshmen only, while the Goodwin priz e
is open to any college student. By
scheduling the speech contests together the freshmen will h av e a
chance to compete in two contests
at the same time.
.Good dynamic controversial topj ics are usually well received by the
judges..; So if you are prone to
"m ou th-off" about current events
or hav e some , "way out" top ic th a t
you fool strongly about , this contest is for you. » .
N o prior . speaking experience is
required. If y ou are interested in
learnin g moro - about tho contest ,
contact Mr, Devlin or Mr. Witham
of tho English Department. Tho
deadline for entries is Monday, November 11,
Even if you aro not interested in
p resentin g a speech on that ni ght ,
it is hoped that you will attend the
contest, A good crowd always brings
out the host in those "hams."

^li__-M_i[-H_W
^wHlT

/upr

F L A T S - P U M P S - SPOUT SHOES
from $4.00 to $16,08

'

>4 «Btj fiD ift >**^

Hamlin & Goodwin
Speaking Contest
.November 18

i

GOODMAN LECTURE
(Continued from Pago One)
tion od him. It proved , howovo'r , that
whether or nob Goodman had persuad ed his audiono o to sharo his
viewpoint , ho had acc om plish ed his
ainr , for tho lecture forced one to
think , t o rec onsider , to evaluate.
Goodman would perhaps agree thai),
in terms of tins accomplishment it
was a success ,

A Faculty Obligation: More ¦ Graduate
Return Papers & Exams Awards Available
Iho college student is frequently "lower classes " — freshman and
reminded of his responsibilities — introductory courses.
his responsibilities to attend classes
The following are a few of the
and to turn in assignments on time, specific comments :
as well as his obligation to obey colT
". . . it definitel y affects my
lege rules. The college, too, has res- work if an exam isn 't back in time
ponsibilities, the most, obvi ous one to start studying for the next exbeing to provide an opportunity for am. "
the student to obtain the best possi"The professors are too slow , but
ble education . What are the speci- it doesn't affect the way I study. "
fic responsibilities which enable the
"It' s annoying when they 're not
returned soon because it's difficult
college to do this ?
In an effort to determine student to see what approach they want."
"By the time we get our exams
opinion about the responsibilities bf
the .college , we have focussed on the back we've forgotten the material,
student. — faculty relationship ; spe- ther ef ore the c omment s are no help.
cifically, on the matter of the am- We might rem ember if we got th em
ount of time which elapses before back within the week."
papers and exams are returned. A
"By the time we get our papers
sample of students from all fou r b ack , it's too late to tell what the
classes and from various depart- teacher wants. If we don't underments were quesfci fl fled on their feel- stand- something I don't find out
ings about this matter.
until too late — a student can be
The results indicated that with in bad trouble and never know it."
few exceptions the students feel that
"I despise profs who don't get
the professors hqive a definite res- thei# back; on time."
poasihility to retunrj rissignmeiits
"It helps my work to know where
reasonably quickly— the "fair am- I stand. " V
ount .' of time" suggested ranged
". . . respbrisibility is relative to
from
"next iteriqct" to "two the course. It helps to know" where
weeks", preferably "before the next you stand . . . i t might improve
assignment is made", but 'definitely work to know . . . but I have no
"before the next assigntnient's due ". gripes. A student can always go to
Although a m ajority of students ex- see the professor. If you show interpressed sympathy for the professor** est they will reciprocate. "
and the amount of wo rk they have
". . . students are able" to beneto correct "I'd rather write a paper fit from the comments to improve
than have to read all that junk.''), their performance. A majority of
it was also -aentioned that perhaps the profs are very tardy.",
they should consider this when giv"They have a stringent obligation
ing; assignments and "stagger them to return assignments in one week
accordingly."
ifcl ln '¦—-"It - •HMflM—n _— — _ .— ¦
i» ,.. — i i — . i i m i
A few students stated that they
preferred not getting their assign\
ments back ( "It crushes my morale,"), or that is doesn't matter
('"The only reason I' m anxious is to
see the grade .") but the majority
of those we spoke to feel that they
benefit from comments on papers,
arid from the indication of their
standing in the class, in organizing
their work and in approaching . the
subject. The most common atti tude
seems to be "frustration " and '''annoyance'- about "not knowing where
you stand" . Our sampling indicated
that most students have been .disappointed at one time or another ,
but general dissatisfaction was less
in Math , tho physical sciences , and
foreign languages than in the humanities and social sciences. It was
pointed out several times that it is
especially important to have assignments returned promptly in the
n

l

M

and achievement. This examination , H O N O R A R Y COLBY A L U M N U S
administered by the Educational
(Contiiiued fro m Page Qne)
Testing Service, will be given on a,nd creative mind. "
January 18, 1964, -at designated
Known as the "philosopher's
centers throughout the United philosopher , " Blanshard has also
The National Academy of Sciences States and certain foreign countries.
been widely quoted for his pungent
National Research Council has been
The annual stipends for graduate social commentaries : "against Polcalled upon < again to advise the
Fellows
are as follows : $2400 for lyanna faiths , nightmare art and
National Science Foundation in the
the
fi
rst
level ; !?26O0 for the inter- beatnik poetry, the ero tic stage, the
selection of candidates for the Pounmediate
level
; and $2800 for the violent television , -he perpetual addation's program of regular graduate
terminal
level.
The annual stipend olescence of the screen , there is-perand postdoctoral fellowships. Comfor
postdoctoral
. Fellows is §5500. haps no full protection . But the
mittees of outstanding . scientists
Limited
allowances
will also be pro- best _ know is that of detached and
appointed by the Academy-Research
vided
to
apply
toward
tuition , critical reflection which belongs to
Council will evaluate applications
the philosophical spirit."
laboratory
fees
, and travel.-, > : „
of all candidates. Final selection
will be made by the Foundation ,
Blanshard will be visiting classe-s
Further information and applicawith awards to be announced on tion materials may be obtained from and be available for talks .with philmajors before the lecture,
March 15, 1964 .
the Fellowship Office, National osophy
Fellowships will be awarded for Academy of Sciences-National Re- which will be held in Given Audistudy in the mathematical, physical, search Council 2101 Constitution torium at 8 :00 p.m.
,
medical , biological, and engineering Avenue N:W., Washington D.C.
,
,
sciences ; also in anthropology, psy- 20418. The deadline for the receipt
Geith A. Plimmer will deliver a
chology ( excluding clinical psycho- of applications for graduate' fellow- lectu re entitled "Christian Scien ce!
logy)) geography, economics (exclud- ships 'is January 3, 1964.
A Friend <rf thV ^tudeiit ^ in the
ing business administration), sociDunn Lounge of Rurinais Union on
ology (not including social work) ;
Noy^mbej' 6th. ' ihU i ^id^ly tr^Veie?i
STIJ-G REPORTS
and the history and philosophy of
lecturer is speaki ng tinder tlie iiis*w-o)
((Jontmued from Jr/age '1'
science. They are open to college
piew ' off ihs *' Chrj ^ian ¦'' ^iffl iw :^iri
seniors, graduate and postdoctoral Refusals have been received froiri Governor ganjzation *. [
.' ' • . '..
Rockefeller and Carl Albert. .Letters have
students, and others with equiva- been sent to ' H'arvey^ Alfond . Frertch Ambasto the U.S., and to former Vice Preslent training and experience. All sador
ident Nixon.
applicants iriust be citizens of the
5. The Council unanimously approved trie
Uriited States and will be judged addition of John Kfeidweis to the Committee on Discrimination. '
The Academic Life Committee, of
solely on the basis of ability.
' NEW BUSINESS
jGrpvernirierij ; announces that
Stijflent
Applicants for the graduate a1. The Council approved unanimously a
-weekly
luncheons
in tbe women's
living
and
transmotion
to
allocate
$30
for
ward s wil l be requir ed t o take the portation expenses &! send two' members of
dqrms
will
take
place
for the senior
Graduate Record Examination de- the NSA Committee, Gail Koch and Peter
Cooper, to a Neyr England Regional NSA government majors and facility. It
signed to test scientific aptitude Conference' on Nov. 2 arid 3 at Clark Univis expected that these luncheons
ersity in Worcester, Mass.
2. Concerning the ruling made by Presi- ¦will bring together students and fac—-. otherwise they are shirking 'their
dent Strider on the Motorcycles, it was pointresponsibility. Students must know ed out that this is only a temporary decision ulty members, as well as visitors, to
to prevent further serious accidents, where they stand and profit from made
and it is hoped that the owners ol the motor; •discuss a. variety of topics. This
eyries Will get together and establish sonic' idea, which should provide stimutheir mistakes."
kihd
of standards of use' which Will make
lating and enjoyable experiences on
.We would like) to hear from the future use of the cycles ' safer.
Since there was no further business, the "both an intellectual and social levfaculty and more of the students on
meeting was adjourned at 8:35 p.m..
this subject,
el, might easily be adopted by stu' Respectfully submitted .
dents in other major fields. .
-kn'ykyani
CeCe Sepall, Secretary

Majors Or ganize
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Harold B. Berdeen

"We Give You Service "
Job , Novelt y & Social Printin g
Waterv ille
88 Pleasant St.
Telepho ne TR 3-3434
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(New Locati on •— 52 Main St. — Formerl y Squires )

COLB Y STUDENTS.
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Register Thursday , Friday and Saturday for a pair of Head Standard Skis at our

J
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^ great skiin g

...and who makes our great skis? Lf ^ 0\
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I

I

i. i\1-j

^y^ SKIS A12K6

1-j

Head Skis give you the last word in pleasure , the fast
Word in racin g. They ' re engineered to bite and track ,
feel and turn like no other ski . . . made to last as
long as your love for the sport. Come pick your pair
and ski for yourself.
.
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What does the new shop look like? Well, it's . . . Y ou reall y ought to
^
>
' DEPOSITORS' see for your self.
~P$W Thust Company '

j

28 Offioos In tho

j

" Heart of Maine "

j

Mombor Federal Deposit
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insurance Com.
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Duerrenvkatf s Visit
Comic and Susp ensef ul

New Christy
Minstrels Come
Tickets are available daily in the To Portland

In the Harvard production the Burgomaster will he played by ex-Tau
Delta Phi President David Mills,
Colby '55.

ATTENTION SENIORS
This year tho Senior Class Council woul d . like to encourage the
member s of the Senior Class to voice
their opi nions concerning the Oracle
pub lication.
We feel that if the Senior s would
contrib ute photographs and writeups of various activities they will
have no reason to com plain about
the yearbook , for they will be working with the editors and contributing to the book . Two representatives , Bill
Pollock
and Sherry
Worthley,
will
be
cir culating
throughout
the dorms to col lect
photographs and ideas you feel will
help represent _*ou as a class.
Thank you .
Senior Class Council

Spa from 11:30 - 1:15.

For an evening of sure-hre entert ainmen t , .don't miss the exclusive
appearance of "The New . Christy
Minstrels" on Sunday evening, November 10 at 8 :15 p.m. in the City
Hall Auditorium , Portland , Maine.
Just, off the Andy Williams T.V.
show, this "most exciting new-group
of entertainers to emerge in 1963"
will be making their first appearOn the 9fch of November, 1953, ance in Maine. Prior to this pera few days after his thirty-ninth formance they are scheduled for a
birthday, Dylan Thomas died in Carnegie Hall Concert. This biggest
New York. The survival of UNDER and happiest folk music group in
MILK WOOD is a remarkable piece the country, comprised of nine voicof good forune , for it was not cpm- es, male and female, whose propripleted until Thomas' came within a etors all play guitars, mandolins,
month of his death, though he had tambourines and banjos will provide
REMARK S
worked intermittently on the play an evening of authentic Folk music,
including
their
smash
hit
"Green
(Continued
from Page Two)
for over ten years.
Eyes'."'
cians. Color us so paradoxical as' to
The publication of COLI-ECTED
To obtain tickets through mail, seem not worth believing.
POEMS in 1952 marked the end of
*2.0O_9 : Corollary to *2.0007 and
one period , in Jus' literary develop- make checks or money orders payr to *2.0008.
The joint assertion of
ment ; after this, according; to his able to Christy Minstrels and for- *2.00O7
and
?2.0008 exhausts the
own words, he intended to turn ward with stamped, return-address universe of
possibilities.
.
from the strictly personal kind of envelope to Starbird Music Center
*2.0010
:
We
are
.ontologies.
Color
.
poetry to al more public form of ex- 92 Oak Street , Portland , Maine. us ; bei_ginifcsei
£
.
pression , and to large-scale dram- Tickets will he on sale there for
*2.0uil : We are theologians with-.
atic works .. in particular, where 84.00 and |3.00 for fteserved Or- in iher Christian
tradition'. Color ns
Th e Burgermaster Speaks
there would be scope for alj his ver- chestra seats, $4.00 for Reserved profoundly
meaningful.
She's coming. The tplegra.m ha-s ly ironic drama pf suspense. Fried- satility, for his gifts of hurrior and First Balcony seats or for General
*2.0012 : They are theologiafl-j
been confirmed ," proclaims David rich Duerrenmatt has constructed characterization, as well as his ge- Admission.
without
the Chxistiau traditipn. Gq\Penhale, Burgomaster of ,Gullen. another of his meticulous plots nius for peotry. (From the InThe New Christy Minstrels have lor them idolaters.
Claire (richest woman in tlie which carries a rousing good story. troduction to the Pent & Sons pub- been referred to many times as the
*2,O0i3 : We» Are existentialistsworld) Zachanassian is coining to He leaves his audience in no doubt lication of UNI>ER, MliK WOOD, "big band of Folk Singing. V Every Color us arbitrary.
by Daniel Jones.)
visit b,er home towu on Friday, No- as to what his argument is.
member of the ' group is a soloist
(The authors, indulging in that
vember 8th and Saturday, Novem- Because of its wide-spread appeal To celebrate the tenth annivers- and a distinct personality. Their
species of false modesty commori to
ber 9th (Waterville Opera House). THE VISIT is also .being offered by ary of Thomas' death, INTRODU*C- musicianship and concept insure a
cautious philosophers,^ wish to reTHE, VISIT of Mdme, Zachanassian the Amherst and Harviard dramatic TIONS : A Clearinghouse for (some longevity far beyond that of the main anonymous.)
turns into a highly comic and fierce- groups in the New England area,. of) the Arts will present a reading current folk cycle ; they capture a
of UNDER MILK: WOOD. A group
¦ COMING
of faculty and students will read sound on records and in person that
•¦
the rollicking play, among them Ian is uniquely theirs.
*
and Jane Robertson, Sylvia Wees,
|SUN.; NOV. JO |
Ken Young, Marty Libby, Eileen
Curran , Jim Simpson , and Jerry
Zientara. The performance will take
¦
'
KEEP SMILING!!
place at Given auditorium on Suni
PORTLA ND, MAINE
day 10, November at three-thirty
FOR THE FIRST TIME '
in the afternoon. Admission will be
JUST — OFF THE
thirty-nine cents.
ANEW WILLIAMS

Ssitr oducti -Ei To
Presen t Heading
Of Thomas Play
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Never underestimate the power , of a sport shirt.
A go,o d one can pick you up like four aces in a
hand of stud. Take the County Line, for instance,
a handsome country wool with a fine city polish.
Tab collar rises to a new height of flattery. Perfectly matched patch pockets button down with
king-size flaps. Pullover styling closes with con- *
cealed zipper . Beautiful , rich-toned plaids in a
luxury fabric that 's 100% wool and 100 % washable . A lot of shirt for
$12.95.

Other Wool Shirts from $7.98
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THE HOME OF THE
NEW AND USED
regarding quality and price ,
Call
for
information
J
Many High Grade Cars to Choose From .
Price Arran gements Can Be Made
|
Arrange For Monthl y Payments If Necessar y
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Between Waterville and Falrffold
Colby College Nearby
CLYDE & THE RESA ARNOLD , Props.
COFFEE SHOP
SWIMMING POOL
TELEPHONE EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
DI root to Canada
Routes 201, 10O and 11
Tol. 453-7318
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Air -Conditioned
' Modern Brick
Thermo Heat Control
Firepro of - Free TV
Wall to Wall Carpets
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Repair Facilities Servicing All Models
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| 171 College Ave. Waterv ille
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Bobby Selberg Presents
• IN PE RSON *
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TV SHOW

Check-i mvyablo to CHRIS -- '
MINSIRELS. F o r w a r d with
stam ped return-addrosaed envclope to Starbird Maslo Center ,
93 Oak St., Portlanil . Me.

Tickets On Sale Now

Orchestra (res.) $4 and $_ * .
First Bal. (res.) S4.00
2nd bal., con. aim. $2.00
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PARK' S DINER
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SCOTTY'S PIZZA

j

FREE DELIVERY

i

In Wa torvlllo Across From
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YAR N SHOP

134 Main Street
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in New Fall Colors
Cranberr y - Ginger - Beaver ¦Teal
Spa nish Olive - Royal
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CLEANLI NESS PREVAIL.
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MULE KICKS

Bowdoin Beats Mu les, 21"13
With Three Second Half TD's
by Len Nelson

by Pet e Fellows

Itobbat zeroed in on Waldman, cutting across the middle of the end
zone from his flanking position and
Colby was back in front 13-8. The
Mules went for two points here,
but Ilohbat's pass sailed over the
outstretched arms of Blumenthal.
Now it was Bowdoin 's. . turn to
roar back. With Soule doing the Tuning and Harrington the passing, the
Polar Bears pounded to the Colby
20. Here Soule took a short overthe-middle pitch from Harrington
and raced to tbe Mule 3, and on the
next play the speedy halfback
ripped o ver guard unmoles t ed f or
the touchdown. The score remained
14-13 when Soule was stopped just
s h or t o f th e goal -line o n a fin 'e . shoeT
string tackle by Gilmore after taking a pass from the fake kick formation.
With 6 :_4 loft on the clock; Harring t on go t Bowdoin an insura n ce
score when he scampered 49 yards
on the option play. This run was
probably the prettiest of the day *£s
the Danvers, Mass. jun ior sliced off
left tackle, cut back at the 40 and
romped down the right sideline to
score as fullback' Bill Matthews cut
down Gilmore, the last Colby defender wi th a knifing block. Berry
Smith added the extra point making
Colby it 21-13.
8
Although unable to generate much
49
offensive power in the second half ,
107
Colby was still in the ball game
20
until , with 30 seconds left , they
9 ' elected to run ' from their own 32
2
faced with a fourth and one situa5-41
t ion . Th e k ick rolled d ea.d on the
2
Bowdoin 29 and the gun sounded
2
before another offensive play could
4-20
be run.

Tlaying before a sell-out Alumni
Day crowd at Brunswick last Saturday, Bowdoin 's p owerfu l Polar
Bears staged a determined , second
half comeback to down a stub-horn
Colby Mule eleven. 21-13 on Whittier
Field.
JBowdoin , whose only setback was
a 3-0 defeat at the hands of Amherst, found themselves in trouble
ear ly, as D ave Cutler in t ercept ed a
Bob
Harrington
pass midway
through the first period and returned it to the Polar Bear 25. After Bill George was stopped for no
gai n , Quarterback Dick Robhat hit ,
Pete Bluhienthal on a down and out
pattern and the big end rumbled to
the Bowdoin 4. Two plays later .
Fullback Pete Wagner banged over
for tho t o u ch down , and w h en Carl
Ostendorf kicked the extra point/
the Mules were surprisingly ..out to
a 7-0 lead. .
Inspi red by their quick s.core ,.
Colby continued to dominate the
res t .of . the half and narrowly missed
adding t o th eir score w h en . Carl .
Ostendorf's 35-yard field goal , at-

ition. Colby succeeded in keeping
the Polar Bears hemmed in their
own territory for most of the' first
half 'as a result of fumbles and interceptions, but the second half was
a different story. • Although Ostendorf is a highly accurate kicker, he
wasn 't getting much distance on
his kicboffs , and this enabled Bowdoin to start two of their second

On. the day after Hallowe'en, Linus van Pelt must face sister Lucy
and friend Charlie Brown et al. — emptyhanded. Yes, desoi t e hi s
^
dedication , his u pri ght living, and his faithful letter-writing, Linus
has not been -visited by the Great Pumpkin . Imagine his f rus t r at ion !
But imag ine, if you can, the f ru str ation in t he minds of the Glass
of '64 at Colby College on' the day after a Bqwdoin-Colby football
game. No four-year member of the Class of '64, in the capacity of a
student , has seen a Colby victory over Bowdoin.
Remember them , seniors ? It started in 1960, after Colby 1959
M I AA Champ ionship team, when Jack Milo passed to Charley .Finlayson , and Charl ey Speleotis kicked the extra point to give Bowdoin
a 15-14 come-from-behind victory. Then in . 1961 , despite the heroics
of immortal Bruce Kingdon , the Polar Bears won, .22-15, on the
strength of Dexter Bucklin 's passing. Last year, the great Binky
Smith' s long runs gave the Mules a temporary lead, but the Polar
. Bears roared back for a fourth period score arid conversion for a
13-12 win. And . j ust a week ago, when Paul Soule and Jack Hooke
ran wild , and Bob Harrington did aerial'fancy work to overtake the
underdog, but. determined Mules, 21-13.
Why the ' hex? Whom do we blame? It ' s certainly not the Colby
j Car t Qstendorf makes, the. stop . ::
'
!
Let's
blame
p layers and not the Colby coaches. Let s blame Bowdoin
hal f t o u c h down drives from beyond
them for. being the more inspired. The Bowdoin team went ' to the locktheir 40-yard line . . . For the most
er room at half time trailing 7-0. After intermission, they emerged, a
par t, the Mules did a fine job of
st opp ing Bow'd oin ' s bread-and-butdifferent team ¦-— like a steamroller ! I thought that our boys were
t er plays : the look-in pass to Macf i re d up for this game, but if it is possible to be more inspir ed , BowAllen and the quarterback option.
doin has clone it. The second half saw no more breaks, for Colby. The
STATISTICS
However, they were unable .to halt
first half had seen .three Colby, fumble recoveries and two interceptions
Bowdoin
Senile's ' o f f -tac k le smashes and , this
— but this was a thing of the past. The Mules collected one Bowdoin Firs t Downs
.... 15
hurt them repeatedly . . . Colby suf 254
fumble in the. second half , but it- went for naught. Bowdoin held the Rushing Yardage
fered tough losses with second perPassing
Yardage
96
iod
injuries to Billy Georges and
ball six: times during the second half and scored three times, whereas
Passes Tried
14
co-captain
Bob Drewes. Drewes conthe Mules had the ball six times, scored but once, fumbled once, had
Completed
8
tinued
to
p lay on a g impy knee ,
a pass intercepted, and punted three times. Intercepted by
1
but George saw only limited action
2-31
after bruising ' some ribs on a kickHowever, it must be noted that this one score alone was' all .that Punt s - Yardage
Fumbles
5
off
return . . . Defensive stick-outs
had been scored against the Bowdoin defenses in the previous four
Fumbles Lost
4
for
the Mules were Dave Cutler,
'
games. The fact that Colby scored twice indicates the relative merit of
Penalties - Yards
4;40
Jim Lambert,. Drewes , Kenney PalColby 's performance, and each p layer and coach must be applauded.
mer , and . George before he was inThey were phy sical ly and mentall y read y for this game, but were
HOOFBEATS — There were many jured. :
simply outmaneuvered. Once again the Mules did not fail to please
keys to this game, not the least 1 of
Before the game, coac h es N els
midway
tempt
fell
just
short
.(Continued' on Page Seven)
them
being
the
matter
of
field
poswere
not
their audience, (at least the sober members!) and certainly
through the second period. Bowdoin
beaten until the very final stages of the game.
did mount one serious offensive
In Friday's freshman game, there was something lacking. It seemed thrust late in this stanza, but Jim
to be a result of the two-week layoff since the previous game. Two Lambert made a jugg ling intercepweeks is a long time to get r ead y for a game, and in the op ini ons of tion- on the Mule 20 with a minute
left and the teams headed for the
several of the ball players, the letdown was alread y up on t hem by
locker rooms with the score still
game time. Perhaps a schedule adjustment is in the offing for future 7-0.
seasons.
The second half told a different
The Frosh were not beaten, just outscored. The Mule offense story, however, as Bowdoin wasted
moved well , -while the Bowdoin freshmen did not, except for three no time in taking the kick-off, and
occasions. These were three breakaway runs, two of which resul t ed in driving 59 yards for their firs t score.
Halfback Paul Soule, who picked up
touchdowns.
103 yards rushing for the day,
The Varsity Soccer team most assuredly ha s l ost it s numbpr f ive spearheaded this march, but it was
r ating in the ECAC. The squad, especiall y sure-f ooted Dave Kelley, his running mate, Bob Hooke, who
who scor ed twice, played well , but their performance, when compar q d sprinted through a gaping hole- off
for the touchto tha t of t he gr ea t ly inspir ed Bowdoin hoot ers , who p layed over their tackle to go 22 yardswho*
found his
down. Harrington ,
heads , was n ot up to snuff. Only a tremendous sp irit throug h the passing touch in the second hal f afnex t f our games will g ive the Mules a tourney berth — a much de- ter a dismal showing before intermission , rolled out for the extra,
served plume in the helmet of first-year coach John Winkin .
points
, found his right end Jim Mo
Last Wednesday, the Freshman hooters gave their Bowdoin opA lien alone in the corner of the end
Bowdoin Weapon — Bob Harrington throwing.
ponents a 2-1 lead in the opening quarter, then proceeded to press
zone, and Bowdoin had an 8-7 load.
throughout the r emaind er of the contes t , onl y to be pushed back by
Colby, obviously tiring in tho
the Bear Cub defenses . To add insult to/injury, Bowdoin scored a fin- eighty degree heat, was not a.bout
al-period , breakaway goal to ice the 3-1 victory.
to go clown without a fight, howof
Finall y, a cong lomeration
seven Colb y harri ers pushed a. more ever . Lafco in the period they forced
experienced Bowdoin Cross-Country team to the limit, but succumbed a Bowdoin punt and -Dick Gilniorc
brought it back to the Polar Bear
OPE N
21-34. Th e Mule runners , headed by balding so ph omore , Dave Wool42 , After two flat passes to Dick
ey, who finish ed third, were very impressive and performed nobl y Aubo which netted eight yards,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesda y ¦ Frid ay
within the confines of their limited program,
Wagner churned out a first down . at
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monc fay
Alth ough Linus van Pelt will never see the Great Pumpkin , the tho 32. Bohfoat then hit Bruce WaldColb y studen t will see the downfall of the great Polar Bear. We shall mnn on the down and out for eight
8 a.m. to 12 Noon Saturda y
more , jj '.nd' onmo I'ight back with the
soon see the Polar Bear sent to humbly hibernate in the confines of the
sixmo call that got the Mules an106 R O B E R T S U N I O N
basement of the sixteen-story campus eyesore, known as the Senior other first down at the 19, Aftec
Center. .
being dropped for a 10-yard loss,
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TONY 'S

(on tho Rota ry)
Fabulous Italian s auidwiohos
Pizzas and Dynamites
"Tiny Tony " Chooso PIzzo 30o
Moat Ball Sandwiohos
and Hot Popper Rolls
Groceries and Boor to take out
Free Delivery on $4.00 orders
and over. Call ahead and havo
TR 2-0731
your orders , roady.
Open 9 a.m. W 12 p.m. nightly
Open Sunda ys 1 p.m.
t
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Reservations Requ ired Week Nights
Not \On Frid ay, Sat urday and Sundays

Boasters Tie in
©werts! @ ©lash

After losing a 2-0 lead in the
third period , the White Mule soccer team battled, back to gain a 3-3
tie "with the Bowdoin Polar Bears,
Saturday at Brunswick. For Colby
it was only the second hlemish on
their excellent record , the other being a defeat at the hands of powerful Springfield.
Two tallies by Dave Kelley and
one by Jean-Paul Njoya paced the
Mules in their effort , but it wasn't
quite enough to defeat the strong
Bowdoin - eleven.
In the opening period Njoya broke
the ice for the Mules, scoring on a
penalty kick. Bowdoin's Steve Weiss
was detected pushing While the
Mules pressed in the zone and
Nj oya's boot put the locals in the
lead.
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At 7 :00 of the third frame Kelley
increased the Colby margin as he
kicked one home from , close in. But
the Polar Bears were sparked by
the . success of their rivals as they
came back to score three goals in a
row. Hans Hede, an exchange student from Sweden , tallied after the
ensuing ki ck off , only eighteen seconds later.
The remaining scores were accounted for in the final period.
Again the Polar Bears scored right
after a kick-off. This time it took
only 25 seconds as Bob Gutowski
passed over to Gerry Geissler who
got the goal. The Mules were put
on the short end of the score a few
minutes later when Carlos Ramos
scored , assisted by Bill Horton .
Dave Kelley got his second unassisted tally of the morning, one
Which was an important one. His
shot from the left of the net gave
the Mules their tie with ' the Polar
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BOWDOIN OVERTAKES
(Continued i roni Tuge bis;
Corey, of Bowdoin , and John Simpson , of Colby, a g r eed to pla y with
unlimited substitutions. Said Corey: "It was too hot a day to expect
'1* players to go 'the entire 60 min^ ute's." The f ree substitutions permitted both coaches to ins ert arid
remove men without worrying whether or not they were eligible to reenter the game.
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Pacy
Ludy
Howie '41
¦ ¦ '27
¦ '21
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Laundr y & Dr y Cloan!t ig
1 Hour Laundr y Sorvico
"O pon Daily" 8 a.m. -8 p.m.
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Home Style Cooking
Ainorioan & Syrian Food

Located At
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THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS
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McLaughlin. Vogt
Top Gymkhana

Take a minute off and come down to reminisee

¦

.

•?

?

times from two runnings of the ob
stacle course.
The results :
Four-wheel Vehicles
1. Ernest McLaughlin - Sprite
The Bowdoin Freshman football
2. Bay Maheu - Sprite
team capitalized on two. long runs ,
3. .Art Woodbury - Hillman
frustrated the Colby offensive at4. Jim Salisbury - TR-4
tack at critical stages, and handed
5. Mike Cohen - Chevrolet
Verne Ullom 's Ba'by Mules their
6. Robert Griffen - TR-4
fi rst loss , 13-12 , at Brunswick last
Two-wheel Vehicles
Friday.
1. Dave Vogt - BMW
Dave Comeau, on a 51-yard run
2. Peter Cross - Lambretta
in the initial period and Bruce Bur3. Gordon Bowie - Allstate
ton , on a 90-yard sprint in the third
4. Bay Maheu - Jawa *
quarter , supplied
the Bowdoin
5. Jim Salisbury - Zundapp
touchdowns. Vien's extra point kick
following the opening touchdown
provided the Polar Bear 's slim, victory margin.
HI
The gymkhana sponsored by the
Fullback Brett Halvorson. gave
Sports Car Club on October 27 was
Colby both of its touchdowns, on
a great success . There were eleven
ROSIE!!
three and four yard plunges, in the
entries in the two divisions — foursecond and fourth quarters, respectwheel and two-wheel vehicles. Scores
ively. The first came after Vic Conkwere judged on a basis of composite
lin had. recovered a Bowdoin fumble. The Colby offensive began the
¦
* " * ' •$ charge, but were soon stalled on
"
* the Bowdoin 18. Here a key pass
'
mr --mi
"_-—
interference call gave the Mules the
ball on the three ; Halverson scored
on the ensuing play. Nelson 's pass
to JFreyer, in attempting the twopoint conversion , failed.
In the final period , the Mules
staged a determined attempt to win
the "game. Nelson took to the air,
hitting Bob Kimball twice and . ITrey' ' "
er . once in the 61-yard drive, capped
*!*
by Halvorson 's second score. Again
Nelson attempted to pass for the
two pointer and the victory, but
?
¦
• v was nailed by a Bowdoin defender
, X as he threw and the pass went asWARM LINED
X tray.
®
t
FOR
DESERT BOOT S
S It was a ver y frustr atin g af t erYOUR
X n oon for the Colby Frosh. They penJ etrated Bowdoin ground on several
occasions, onl y to be ' thwarted by
WINTER COMF ORT
|
the Polar Bears' defense or to lose
the ball by fumble. On the other
_*_. hand , the Bowdoin def ens e did n ot ,
» save its two long runs , move affectively against the Mule defense.
HO OFBEATS : Tod ay the Baby
Mules finish up the season on. SeaOF ENGLAND
|verns field . . . their foe will be the
ted , . unscored on
Cl e same wor ' d famou s
' $ thus far und efea
^
who
last weekend
Maine Frosh,
arks Desert Boots that
. . Ou r Baby
48-0
.,
J stomped M.C.I.,
have become the world 's
at
least
one, if not
mar
£ Mules will
".
most travelled shoe.
clean
slates.
Cubs'
Bear
of the
J both
the
coaches
weather,
hot
$ Due to the
Now Clarks have lined the m
agreed, to unlimited substitution
|
with soft warm sheepskin
and 12-minute quarters . . . Both
% clu-s suffered from .key injuries.
Dennis Mc*T^L?£Z
I Bowdoin was without
runners,
its
leading
one
of
£ Nabb ,
diu m i for fa „ and winter
The Mules
his
leg
.
.
.
who
broke
walks , or for jus t plai n
f
the often brilliant line play
warm-footed comfort .
{ missed
of tackle Dick Jacobs.

¦

I

?
t

Bab y Mules Bow
To Polar M s

Bears.
Both goalies were kept on the. job,
G eor ge Burk s marking 20 saves for
Colby and Steve Siegel stopping 12
for Bowdoin. Some of Burks' saves
were on very difficult shots as he
gobbled them up like a cat.
The Mule hooters only have three
remaining games on the schedule.
They are very important, however,
as they are all part of the Maine
state series. Tomorrow 's Homecoming Day contest is against U Maine
at 10 :30 a.m.

GO TEMPLE STREET
,

Air Conditionin g

lew SPre-dame
lea! For Sports

liquid Dynapac two and a half hours tamins and is calorically light. It
before the game, the digestive pro- will be used as a supplement for
cess is easier, valuable energy is basketball players, since it is not
not expended on digestion , and a convenient to serve it to the hoopbloated feeling is not present in the ers. The duration of Dynapa-c at
I' or the first time Colby College participant's stomach.
Colby depends on its acceptability.
is experimenting with a new preTo supplement the lack of meat
game, dietary program , , Dynapac,
in the body, a larger breakfast
,1
in place of the customary pre-game
with
meat
is
given
to
the
players.
THANKS
TO
ECHOiEXTRAS
meal. The perennial pre-game ' meal
After the game the players receive
Mamie Hale
in football and soccer has been a
a bis meal to replenish used up ensix-to-eight-inch, steak , a baked poAnne Ruggles
ergy. Dynapac is convenient , for it
tato , peas and carrots, toast and
Kay Parker
is easily refrigerated and can be
tea. According to Mr. Nelson , if a
Candi Wilson
drunk by the players at the opponparticipant is overly nervous , inents' field when they play , an away
Judy Stanley
digestion will set in and cause exgame.
&
cessive nausea. Physiologically, valDynapac is not appetizing but it
uable energy is being expended in
Gil. (of course)
(
is
physiologically
sounder
than
oththe digestive precess which could
er pre-game meals. Oklahoma, Holy
be used in the game. With a can of
Cross , and Colby have experimented
JUNIO R CLASS COUNCIL
with it, but no other Maine school
NORTHERN STUDENT
(Continued from Page Three)
has as yet used it. It contains the
MOVEMENT WORKDA Y —
necessary daily nutriments and vi- ey available for our senior gift , or
A SUCCESS
I
27th , found i
Sunday, October
Colby students busily workin g at
1 li}^ ,i^ft--j lL-B —«* tI. . -J ¦IT-jIH
the homes of facult y and townspeo j, <
ple from 8 :30 a.m. until 5 :30 p.m.
-EL***'"" Mk\ _r B r ^B HH"" ™""^ a_l
*w8tT^'_ff^^ Tr* tf___^
The result was a lot of fun for both
H-k-A £rJ£J&L W *3J A_?-b1 8*» *h 8BHb
WEDNESDAY
the emplo yers and the employees ,
som e real work done , and over $100.
raised for civil rights organizations.
Elizabeth Taylor
About fort y students , some regular
and
attenders of NSM meetin gs and
some not , partici pated. Our than ks
Richard Burton
to all who gave time , money or both ,
In Cinemascope
and to the f ifteen employers who
and 'Color
paid our rather high wages cheer i
I
fully. The workday is over but ther e
are still st udents who , being unable to give time Sunda y, are makin g
arran gements with their professors
and friends in town to wor k and
build up our fund some more. We
are always very willin g to accept
donations for the Student Nriri -VioTelstar beamed the first transoceanic telecast, and Tom.
lent Coor dinatin g Commit tee - or
Cashman (B.A., 1957) assumed the responsibility for trainany other civil rights organization
ing personnel and scheduling tours of the antenna complex
— anytime.

"The V.I.PV

any feasible combination of these.
Stuart Rakoff , presented a report
concerning the feasibility of a class
scholarshi p. His calculations were
as follows ; the class now has $628.
We may plan on additional activities fees of 1357.50 in 1963 and 1964
and §347.50 in. 1964 and 1965, plus
the $700 for graduation expenses.
This total of $2023.00 , minus fl200
for graduation leaves 5823.00 available for scholarships. The Ford
Foundation would then add 1410.00
according to their two for one plan.
This capital of $1233 would allow a
scholarship to be given ..from the
interest accrued during the year.
Parents would be asked to give donations in the name of <bhe class,
thus increasing the scholarship.
Also of the $1200 for graduation
expenses , " $400 could be set aside
for a class gift. This, too , could be

given as part of the scholarship.
This would provide a "base scholarship of approximately $100 annually
which could be given to senior
scholars to buy research material.
Another alternative was suggested by Jim Foxnoan. Th e $1200 f or
graduation would be set aside leaving $823 for class-sponsored activities such as a tentatively-planned
outi ng, a dinner party, a skiing trip
and other functions to promote
class unity. Am additi onal $300
might be added to the funds for the
class gift, making $700 available
for an exceptionally fine graduation
gift , such as a slide projector for
Given Auditorium or something
comparable.
This budget and these suggestions
were given to the council for consideration and opened to the classfor suggestions.

BERRY'S STATIONERS
ROYAL TYPEWRITER S
SALES — SERVICE — RENTAL
NEW LOCATION
74 MAIN STREET
Come In And See

Maximillian SchelL
in
"THE RELUCTANT
SAINT "

The New Berries
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: TOM CASHMA N
at Andover, Maine. He also spoke to numerous civic and
social groups on the various aspects of Telstar.
Not all of Tom's assignments have offered him the
opportunity to participate in a historical event, but as a
member of A. T. &T.'s Long Lines Department he is involved in the amazing communications advances of today.
Long Lines is responsible for long distance communica-

Gas Tank Fiil l?

For The Web-tend?
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" M1CHEAL

tions, which must be effectively integrated with local services and internal communications systems,
Tom is presently Information Supervisor at White .
Plains, New York, where he is responsible for keeping the
Eastern Area Long Lines employees informed of current
telephone developments of local and national importance,
Tom Cashmah, like many young men, is impatient to
make things happen, for His company and himself. There
are few places -where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fastgrowing telephone business.
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